
Product description
The combination of the plastic undercarriage and the two collapsible plastic stacking bins euronorm enables efficient and organized
storage, transport and movement of goods. This combination is often used in warehouses, distribution centers, stores and other business
environments where logistics and storage play a role. The collapsible function of the stacking bins makes it possible to save space when
not in use, and the robust construction of both the undercarriage and the bins ensures a long-lasting and reliable solution.

The plastic undercarriage is a sturdy frame made of durable plastic material. It is designed to be stable and resistant so that it can safely
carry and move the stacking bins. The material is lightweight plastic, rust-resistant and easy to clean. The undercarriage has rubber wheels
that roll smoothly on different surfaces, making it easy to move the cart even when loaded. The rubber wheels on the undercarriage are
designed to roll quietly and not damage floors. Rubber has excellent damping properties, reducing vibration and noise while moving. This
makes the undercarriage with stacking bins ideal for use in environments where quietness and floor protection are important.

The collapsible plastic stacking bins have a Euronorm size of 800x600, which means they conform to standard sizes commonly used in
logistics and transport. These stacking bins are made of sturdy and durable plastic material. They are designed to save space when not in
use by being foldable. With a capacity of 170 liters each, they offer considerable storage space for a variety of goods.

Specifications

Article arrangement: Used Type: combination kit

Version: material storage trolley Material: plastic

Walls: walls closed Floor: closed

Food-safe: no Wheels front: 2 castor wheels solid rubber 125 mm

Wheels back: 2 fixed wheels, solid rubber 125 mm Euronorm (mm): 800 x 600

Colour: red Surface treatment: signs of use

Length (mm): 800 Internal length (mm): 760

Width (mm): 600 Internal width (mm): 570

Height (mm): 1100 Internal height (mm): 410

Volume (ltr): 170 Weight (kg) 8

Type number: 6985GB EAN Code (Gtin) 8719424228762
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